The 2017 International Cagiva Elefant Meeting will be held in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, located in the center of western Europe
and bordered by Belgium to the west and north, Germany to the east, and France to the south. Its culture, people and languages are
highly intertwined with its neighbours and immigrants, making it essentially a mixture of French, Belgium, German, Italian and
Portuguese cultures. The charm of Luxembourg is entirely based on this multi-cultural environment.
The most beautiful Elefants on the planet, joined Elefant rides trough four European Countries, a great campsite with good food,
Award show & campfire evenings - All these reasons will make it the event of the year that you can not miss: The 2017 Cagiva
Elefant International Treﬀen. In order to participate you must book at the following link:
http://www.cagivaelefant.org/cagivaelefant.org/Meeting_2017.html
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This newsletter has the motivation to update the Cagiva Elefant Community
about the preparation status of the 17th International Cagiva Elefant Meeting
2017. All information can be found as well on the www.cagivaelefant.org
website.
Unfortunately the organisers are not present on Facebook or other social
media channels. A website is a media that requires a community to share.
We therefor would like to encourage all of you who have a social media
presents to share our site to reach as much Elefant riders as possible.
We have at this point in time 5 weeks left before the most important Cagiva
Elefant Event of 2017. You should receive further Newsletter updates until
the event takes place. The reason why you receive this Newsletter is
because you did sign-up for at least one International Cagiva Elefant Meeting
between 2015 and 2017. If you want to unsubscribe from this
newsletter because you feel spammed, please drop an email to:!
elefantmeeting2017@cagivaelefant.org
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CURRENT STATISTIC TO DATE
We are very proud to announce 102
Inscriptions until today
Registration still open until 20 June!!!
Which countries are joining us and which nations are
first in statistics
Luxembourg 2017 (Figures until today):

friends can provide us some confirmation or updates.

2015 was dominated by the
Germans, which
becomes obvious
when you study
the map and find
out that Voges isn’t
that far away from
Germany. Even if it
was organized by
the South African
Riders, as the
event took place in
France, France
was the 2nd
strongest country on the participation list - followed by UK and Italy.
Highlights have been Riders from Singapore, USA, Israel - but also Romania,
Poland and Sweden. It total 168 participants from 18 different nations found
their way to Val D’Ajol.
For Larochette we don’t even dream about a success similar to the last two
events. Val D’Ajol and Sovicille have been gorgeous locations and events.
We might not be able to compete with them but we do our best and believe
Larochette is a great location as well. Due to the multicultural advantages
and the central location we hope that the surrounding countries will join us.
Every single BeNeLux Elefant should hopefully be there. The Germans are
our neighbours. We can expect the Germans to become again the biggest
group of Elefant Riders but France is also close to Luxembourg in terms of
distance but also language. We think further that our chances are good to
motivate the Italians to participate in a similar way, as they had 25%
Germans motivated to travel all the way down to Tuscany. Finally the last
events did proof that the International Cagiva Elefant Meeting is truly
international and we hope that some of the more exotic countries are
interested to come over. We promise to do our best that it becomes the
best possible experience to experience our country by Elefant.
Even if we are more than happy with the result we had to notice that
we so far didn’t get in 2017 the very exotic countries on board. We
assume that it is difficult for us to reach them. Again if you can find any
opportunity to promote the event to Cagiva Riders somewhere in the
world, please feel free to do so.

The following graph should represent the 2017 total
registrations until today:

It is obviously interesting to compare these figures with the last two events,
as before 2015 there isn’t a lot of input available. In Italy (the home country
of our favourite animal) Italian Elefant Riders were obviously dominating.
They have been followed by Germany - which is always very strongly
represented. As 3rd nation we had France, followed by UK, Austria and
Switzerland, which are all closely together. It is amazing that in total 16
nations found their way to Tuscany. Some of them had a really long journey
to get there. The US and South Africa have been clearly the highlights, but
also Sweden & Denmark are quite a distance. We thought that we even saw
again some number
plates from Poland
but we couldn’t find
them in Pauls
figures. Based on
the available data
186 participants
made their way to
Sovicille (Siena) if the
input is complete.
Maybe our Italian
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What else could be interesting? Obviously the event is open for any kind of
bikes. We especially love to see Enduros from the 80s and 90s but at the
end its the annual international Elefant event. People are excited and come
over because of the Elefants.

How many people
are coming by
Elefant (E), other
other bike (B), as
Passenger (S), with
Car or Van (C)?
Luxembourg 2017 (Figures
until today):
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In Italy 2016 there was no data available
about who did come by car but we saw
plenty of amazing Elefants there.

In France 2015 68% of the participants did
join with their Elefant.

It could as well be interesting to know how many of
your friends stay with you at the campsite in a tent of
share a bungalow:
Finally here the list of participants that join us until
today:

If you want to compare them here the figures from the past. They highlight
clearly that most Elefant Riders are still prefer to stay for the event in a tent.
For most of them the event seams to be still more important then sleeping
offsite in a 5 star location. But that’s fully up to you! Most important is that
you enjoy the event in your own way.

For 2017 we introduced for the first time the option of multiple event Shirts:
There is a classic entry option which is single sided but in color for 9 Euros;
the standard two side option is 19 Euros - it has on the backside the history
of all International Meeting until today - and finally we have a Long Sleeve
Shirt that is four side printed and that you can even order in XXXXL for
wearing with a protector under it while riding your Elefant during
summertime.
We didn’t know if the idea was accepted or if people thought about it as
unnecessary nonsense. For that reason we have been more than curious
about the outcome. The first result is that the idea was apparently well
accepted. Some of the riders just want to have a memory and go for the S1
model. Others take even multiple Shirts. A popular combination is S1 and
S4. For that reason the S1 Shirts had after 2 weeks more than 40% market
share. But overall, all the different Shirts have been well accepted. So even if
it is a gadget, choice is apparently welcome to you.

Luxembourg 2017: Which Event-Shirts are the most
popular:
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•Kachkéis
Anyway, the most common cuisine in Luxembourg is probably French.
Luxembourg winemaking history is dating back to the Romans. Produced
are mainly high quality, dry white wines. Wine area is Moselle.
The most popular drink in Luxembourg is beer. The main brands are
Bofferding, who also produces Battin; Diekirch and Simon. There are smaller
breweries like Beierhaascht, Heischter or Ourdaller. Finally there are some
great micro breweries like Nowhere Brewing or Grand Brewing Luxembourg.
Luxembourg, although modest in size, offers an amazing array of enchanting
landscape diversity to discover:
•In the centre, the capital and its surroundings are characterized by a
fortress city over a thousand years old and the Valley of the Seven
Castles;
•in the north, the Luxembourg Ardennes stun with their high
plateaus and deep valleys;
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•in the east, the Mullerthal region, also known as Luxembourg's Little
Switzerland, seduces with its rock formations in surprising shapes;
•the Moselle region mesmerizes with its vineyards;
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•in the south, the Land of the Red Rocks fascinates by its industrial
and architectural heritage and its Cité des Sciences.
Finally: Luxembourg is beautiful for motorbike riding on roads but there is an
issue with the off-road part. 50 Elefants riding through the forest like in
Tuscany would certainly end up in newspapers and potentially in jail. There is
a professional cross track in the north if enough people would be interested
in such an option but it will not be cheap as we would need an insurance
and so on. We are working with some local guys on alternatives on the
Belgium border. So don't worry, we will organize something.

Introduction to Meeting Location
Luxembourg
The 2017 International Cagiva Elefant Meeting will be held in the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, located in the center of western Europe and
bordered by Belgium to the west and north, Germany to the east, and
France to the south. Its culture, people and languages are highly intertwined
with its neighbors and immigrants, making it essentially a mixture of French,
Belgium, German, Italian and Portuguese cultures. The charm of
Luxembourg is entirely based on this multi-cultural environment. Even if the
county is close to Germany the top 3 of foreign nations living in Luxembourg
is (1) Portuguese, (2) French and (3) Italians. More than 170 nationalities live
in Luxembourg. The proportion of foreigners is almost 50 % but if you
consider that most of the people with a Luxembourgish nationality are not
native and became citizen during the last two generations, plus the fact that
more than 165000 cross boarder employees come to Luxembourg on a
daily base, it highlights how truly international the country is. With a
population of about 500000 inhabitants and 2500 square km is further one
of Europes smallest countries.
Food is incredible important in Luxembourg. Restaurants in the Grand
Duchy reflect the country itself: they offer a fabulous mix of cultures and
flavors. The cuisines of the world's cultures mingle with local produce to
create a rich and varied culinary offer. Who ever needs that: Luxembourg is
the country with the highest number of Michelin-starred restaurants in
proportion to its population. There are ten Michelin-starred chefs in the
country, including Léa Linster, the only woman ever to have won the coveted
'Bocuse d'Or' award. Food never comes cheap, but beside all this
gastronomic stuff, there are rustic inns in the middle of the woods, that offer
cuisine that is often more traditional but just as high-quality and flavorsome,
with new takes on typical dishes. Some of the most traditional dishes are:
•Judd mat Gaardebounen
•Bouneschlupp
•Träipen
•Gromperekichelcher
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majority in Larochette. During summertime the village is full of tourist. Dutch
people are here the clear majority. But end of June should be still quiet.
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Introduction to Meeting Location
Larochette
The 2017 International Cagiva Elefant Meeting will be held in Larochette - or
“Fiels” in Luxembourgish , located in the center of Little Switzerland ("Petite
Suisse" ) of Luxembourg, Mullerthal - or “Mëllerdall” in Luxembourgish –
owes its name to its hilly landscape reminiscent of Switzerland.

Larochette consists of two parts, the medieval city around the “rue de
Mersch” and today’s centre around the marketplace “Bleech”. This newer
part was situated outside the former city walls. In the flourishing period of
the textile industry, the fabrics were put in the sun here, on the banks of the
river “Ernz” to bleach, which explains the name “Bleech”. The place has
been renovated and decorated in style, and surrounded by shops, hotels,
restaurants and cafés, the Bleech is also "the" place to go for a good meal
or a drink on one of the beautifully located terraces around this very
"picturesque" centre.

Larochette is an old market town, lying in a narrow rocky valley, entirely
surrounded by woods. It is located on a one-mile stretch along a denselyforested deep river valley of hardened sandstone. Larochette is dominated
by an old castle (12th century), partially rebuilt, which stand on a rocky crag
high above the beautiful and romantic valley of the White Ernz. Medieval
square and historic monuments. Old streets... Finally its Irene’s home town.
We think is a worthy location for the 17th International Cagiva Elefant
Meeting.

The location is gorgeous. Larochette has a lot to offer : The always
fascinating nature, the tourist attractions, a nice square (Bleech), the fine
restaurants and cosy cafés. With its central location, Larochette is the
perfect base for trips in the entire Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. We looking
forward to see your Elefant's located on the Bleech while their riders are
enjoying a drink at the surrounding terraces.

As you can imagine Luxembourg is not the cheapest place in Europe. Its a
bit like Switzerland and we can do nothing about it. Some of you made it
clear to us that one fraction of the riders prefer to go back to the basics and
keep the budget limited while we noticed that there are also guys who prefer
to have some luxury instead of spending the Weekend in a tent in the rain.
Remember that Luxembourg is not Tuscany and the weather in June could
potentially be unpredictable. We had a hard time of negotiation but we are
glad to announce that we managed not to exceed the budget of 2016. But
lets keep that discussion for later and get first of all back to our selected
destination.
As mentioned in the last article when we introduced Luxembourg this country is all about multiple cultures. The proportion of foreigners in
Larochette is 63,7%. The village has 1979 inhabitants. 718 of them have a
Luxembourgish passport. Even if a lot of them got their Luxembourgish
nationality recently they are still a minority and outgrown by Italian an
Portuguese people. Portuguese are with 909 inhabitants or 46 % clearly the
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Nice small bike roads lead from this central location through forests to the
South: Mosel (river) and French boarder; East: Sauer (river) and German
boarder; West: Luxembourg city ; the North with the endless valleys and the
Belgium boarder. Luxembourg is beautiful for motorbike riding on roads but
there is an issue with the off-road part. 50 Elefants riding through the forest
like in Tuscany would certainly end up in newspapers and potentially in jail.
There is a professional cross track in the north if enough people would be
interested in such an option but it will not be cheap as we would need an
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Any further suggesting are welcome:

insurance and so on. We are working with some local guys on alternatives
on the Belgium border. So don't worry, we will organize something.

elefantmeeting2017@cagivaelefant.org

So how to get there?
By Elefant or Car the town of
Larochette is located a 30
m i n u t e d r i v e a w a y f ro m
Luxembourg City. A public bus
connects Larochette with the
capital, Mersch, Diekirch and
Echternach. Free parking
spaces in the village for
Elefants and cars are usually
not a big issue.
Larochette-Diekirch
(heading north) via
N14;
Larochette-Mersch
(heading west) via
CR118;
LarochetteLuxembourg
City(heading south)
via N14;
LarochetteEchternach (heading
east) via CR118.

Our camping is on top of the beautiful middle age village and on the
opposite site of the old castle (search for the Elefant on the following map).
The place should be Elefant friendly and has experience with other bikes
- (I know - they are also not our favorite kind of bikes) - so we should be
welcome. After a ride, in case you are looking forward to have a beer, is not
far to walk down to the Blech. The area is beautiful and its an easy walk
down a very nice route by footpath - so if you want, you are able to leave
your Elefant safe on the campsite. The way up depends of cause on how
much beer you had. If you are brave you try the path by Elefant but It is
certainly forbidden.

GPS (place Bleech):
49.78406, 6.22021 N
49 47.044, E 6
13.213
GPS (Camping):
49.7851, 6.2101
The green field (X) next to
the campsite is reserved
for us to make sure that
we are on our own. The
yellow path is the footpath
to the Bleech.

Finally: If you look for something very special - one of the strangest pubs
outside Luxembourg city is located only 1.5 km from the Bleech:
https://www.facebook.com/Cafelittlewoodstock/

The campsite has a indoor/outdoor pool which can be opened in hot
weather. Facilities very good, heated floor in sanitary block, showers good,
everywhere clean. Good well, stocked shop & takeaway food...
As usual the campsite is has a rule of silence after 11pm so you have to get
the Elefant's in before or leave them at the entrance where they should be
safe.
Thanks to Rebecca for the feedback to push for a place where we are
located all closely together and have a bit of isolation from the rest of the
tourist. We think we managed to achieve exactly what you have been asking
for and it did help us further with the pricing negotiation. The bungalows that
are reserved for us should be booked not last minute as they are not to far
away from the Elefant meeting place. The only downside could be that you
might have to walk a view meters to the restrooms and showers - but they
are first class. The highest priority was that we are all together - But lets
disclose the packages in another chapter...
Further thanks to Peter Deutschl to push for high quality food. We did our
best and we are confident that you will like it. As stated earlier food is
important in Luxembourg. There was further the suggestion by several of
you to have the food on Friday served until midnight because there would
always be people that arrive late. We thing we addressed that as well - But
lets disclose the menu in another chapter...
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Registration process

Food: Mandatory; 2x Breakfast + 2x dinner (drinks not included)
Bed linen: Optional, to be calculated per Person, paid onsite and not
upfront
Towels: Optional, to be calculated per Person, paid onsite and not upfront
Cleaning: Optional (only Bungalow and only if the place is not
professionally cleaned by the customer)
Tent: Max 2 pers incl. 220V 10A
Camper: Max 4 pers incl. 220V 10A
Bungalow Fiji: Max 4 pers
Bungalow Bali3: Max 4 pers
Bungalow Bali1: Max 4-6 pers
Bungalow Bali4: Max 4-6 pers
Further we have different Shirts and you can order upfront as much as you
want from them. There is again a classic entry option which is single sided
but in color for 9 Euros; the standard two side option is 19 Euros - it has on
the backside the history of all International Meeting until today - and finally
we have a Long Sleeve Shirt that is four side printed and that you can even
order in XXXL for wearing with a protector under it while riding your Elefant
during summertime.
The following examples are to visualize what you get. We did order some
examples to make sure that the quality is ok. The final design will be similar.
T-Shirt single side:

Bernd from Germany:
“Das Anmelden ist ein bisschen, sagen wir mal
umständlich.”
(The registration process is - lets say - diﬃcult.)
Sorry if you feel like you need a Master to register. We did our best to make
it as easy as possible ;)

T-Shirt double side:

Long Sleeve Shirt
four side:

As usual the registration is done via the www.cagivaelefant.com website.
The registration procedure is the same as every year. There are a few more
options as in the past. You should book these options upfront to benefit
from the pricing that we did arrange with the camping. As last year there is a
base package price that cannot be split. It is mandatory for everybody and
independent from the accommodation part. You might think that 75.70 Euro
just for the base package might be expensive but please keep in mind that it
includes the entire organization, four meals (2x breakfast and 2x dinner) and
all gadgets (Wristband, documentation, maps, event decal, Oekotax, …)
Its the same as last year: Even if you benefit only from 2-3 meals you need
to calculate the full amount for the base package because otherwise we
wouldn’t have been able to negotiate these prices.

To facilitate the inscription process and make sure that you get a full
transparency of your event cost, we did develop a spreadsheet. Feel free to
start your simulations for the event subscription. We further advise you to
save a copy or a printout of you final spreadsheet, to prevent any
misunderstandings after the registration process.
The spreadsheet can be found here:
h t t p : / / w w w. c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / H o m e / E n t r i e s /
2017/1/29_Elefant_Meeting_Registration_2017.html
Please make sure that you copy the calculated prepaid amount from
the spreadsheet and enter it in the registration form! Further make
sure that you transfer the amount in timely manner!
Please start your registration process here:
http://www.cagivaelefant.com/2017_events/seeyouinluxembourg.asp

The good news is that all other costs are optionally. A tent for two nights is
only 18 Euros unless it is shared by more than two people. This means: Two
riders on two Elefants that share one tent pay twice the base package and
only 18 Euros additionally for the accommodation. Two guys sharing one
Elefant pay of course the same. If you feel like you need a more luxury stay,
you pay for it individually. If you stay in a hotel in town you pay only the base
package per person.

If you have already registered an you want to verify if your booking is
processed correctly or you want to verify who else is registered:
http://www.cagivaelefant.com/2017_events/2017_whoiscoming.asp

The organisers do NOT take responsibility to organize other
accommodation, off the campsite or outside the official event days (23. - 25
June). You have to do this yourself. You can reach the camping under
infor@birkelt.com or via phone: +352 879040.

The registration list is maintained manually by the organizers. Please stay
patient if your name does not appear instantly.

Here some important rules that you should fully understand before you
register:
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Payment is explained here:
h t t p : / / w w w. c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / H o m e / E n t r i e s /
2017/2/20_Event_statistics_and_Payment.html

In case of questions or problems we are more than happy to guide you
through the process:
elefantmeeting2017@cagivaelefant.org
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Saturday June 24th 2017
08.00 - 09.30
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Breakfast buffet
Bread assortment, croissants,
butter, honey, marmelade, nutella
müsli, cornflakes with milk
fresh fruit, joghurt
cheese, ham, salami
boiled eggs, scrambled eggs with bacon
coffee, tea, cacao and juices

10.00

Meeting for the riding tours

Lunch up to you and not included in the package

17.00

Meeting in Larochette for the group photo

20.00

Dinner

www.cagivaelefant.org

Cold dishes
large salad buffet
potato salad, pasta salad, cucumber salad, tomato salad
bread, buns and butter

Location & Event Program

Warm dishes
pork steak, turkey steak
burger station
birkelt spare ribs
Luxemburger Grillwurst and Mettwurst (typical sausages)
fried champignon
butter, mayonnaise, ketchup, aioli, BBQ sauce

The Camping Birkelt is located at about 1 km from the center of Larochette,.
Ibn the chapter “Introduction to Meeting Location Larochette “ you find all
the information to reach it easily. At the entrance of the campsite you will
find, the registration area, and meeting point. We remind all those who wish
to attend the event that reservations are mandatory and will exhaustively
close on the 20th of June 2017.

Dessert
Applepie, Icecream, Fruitsalad

21.45

You can book by using this link:
h t t p : / / w w w. c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / c a g i v a e l e f a n t . o r g / H o m e / E n t r i e s /
2017/1/29_Elefant_Meeting_Registration_2017.html

Event speech 2017
Best motorcycle Awards
Assignment of the Alex Fisher Price

Open End
After booking you will receive the bank details for the payment by bank
transfer, which must be made no later than the 20th of June 2017. In case
the payment is not received before the above mentioned date the
cancellation will be automatic. The registration fee, in case of nonparticipation, is not refundable if the cancellation is not communicated by the
20th of June by e-mail at: elefantmeeting2017@cagivaelefant.org
Anyone wishing to anticipate or prolong their stay in the camp other than the
dates of the meeting are invited to use the following link:
http://www.irisparc.co.uk/camping-birkelt/?
_ga=2.181318498.473072470.1494798215-73044395.1484463933
The total amount of the registration fees, net of costs incurred, will be
invested in the event.

Event Program

Sunday June 25th 2017
08.00 - 10.00

Breakfast buffet
similar to Saturday

10.30

Farewell Greetings

More Program Info
When you register at the Camping scheduled for Friday 23th of June, from 14.00 to
18.30, it is essential to complete the form for the Saturday morning tour, specifying
in the appropriate check box if you prefer the guided or free option.
After the registration you receive your welcome package including maps indicating
all possible tours, information about the meeting area’s, cultural points of interest,
event decals, event shirts and other stuff.

Friday June 23rd 2017

The two lunches on Saturday 24th and Sunday 25th of June are up to you and not
included in the package, in order to let you free to organize the motorcycle tours as
you like on both days.

14.00 - 18.30 Participants Registration / Bikers welcome at the Camping
Birkelt Larochette. Distribution of information material,
gadgets, maps ....
Registration for tours for Saturday
Free afternoon to set up the tent and get familiar with the
Camping

The legendary memory photograph of the event will take place Saturday 24th of
June in the afternoon, after the ride and before the dinner. Sorry but on Sunday
morning most of you guys are still dead from the Saturday night. Thats why we
decided to organise it Saturday.

19.00

Official presentation of the Saturday program

20.00 - 22.00 Dinner with video of the Paris - Dakar
Luxembourgish evening with typical Luxembourgish food
small dinner but with the possibility to dine until late in the
evening for the latecomers
! In case you are not open for Luxembourgish Cuisine we
have Pasta as alternative. We apologise in advance to our
Italian guests as Pasta is nowhere in the world like in Italy !

On Saturday 24th of June, at about 21:45, some Cagiva Elefant’s, will receive a
prize according to a ranking exposed in the stand area.
The event speech and award ceremony will not take place in the dining area but in
our private Elefant village at the end of the campsite. Please make sure that you
arrive there in time. The bikes together with the owners will be asked to go on stage
to receive the prize. Finally we will end the formal part with the award ceremony of
the Alex Fischer price and disclose the event location for 2018 (and maybe even
2019). After the formal part there is an open end informal part in the Elefant village
with beer, MusikBähr & his Guitar.
On Sunday 25th of June we will close the event with a decent breakfast and some
farewell greetings.
Remember to keep a civilised and decent behaviour within the campsite
Birkelt. Please do not ride the bikes after 22.30 and stay cool!
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Short Introduction of the campsite:

There is no one who prevents you to ride your Elefant
on the gras in the Cagiva Elefant Village, but be aware
that on the entire campsite walking speed is
mandatory. Please leave the gras in a decent state.
Remember to keep a civilised and decent behaviour
within the campsite Birkelt. Please do not ride the
bikes after 22.30 and stay cool!
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Registration still open until 20 June!!!
Fiji Bungalows are unfortunately sold out!!!
We try to provide your welcome package even in case of late registration
• In case you are really very late you will get the option to register onsite and
get the event shirts and sticker for a small uplift send to you after the event
• You will further be able to order additional shirts at the event
Drinks are unfortunately not included in the event package. There is
a bar and a shop at the campsite. Please make sure that you collect
enough booze before everything might be closed at midnight and
you risk to miserably die of thirst.

www.cagivaelefant.org

Event decals

Payment details:

The CAGIVA ELEFANT MEETING 2017 event decal are part of the welcome
package and feature this year one front sticker and three bag stickers. To
save costs the stickers are not perforated but we will offer scissors at the
reception if you want to cut them at the event:

National holiday:

CAGIVA ELEFANT TREFFEN
IBAN LU60 0030 4345 5125 0000
BIC code BGLLLULL

For the guys that arrive already Thursday the 22nd of June: You are really
lucky. On the afternoon before the national holiday (23th of June) entire
Luxembourg city becomes one big party. There are all kinds of festivities and
famous fireworks in the Luxembourg city. Its probably the best way to start
you Luxy weekend.

Event tracking:
22/11/2016
30/11/2016
15/01/2017
28/01/2017
30/01/2017
18/02/2017
05/03/2017
05/03/2017
23/04/2017
23/04/2017
01/05/2017
15/05/2017
16/05/2017
30/05/2017
23/06/2017
25/06/2017

17th INTERNATIONAL
CAGIVA ELEFANT MEETING 2017

23 - 25 June 2017
LAROCHETTE/LUXEMBOURG
www.cagivaelefant.org

All rights reserved and contents are subject to
change without notice. We of course try to keep
you updated under www.cagivaelefant.org
We wish you all a great 17th INTERNATIONAL
CAGIVA ELEFANT MEETING 2017

Your 2017 event team:

Laura, Irene, Tun, Arm & Mikel

Last minute news
MEETING NEWSLETTER No.1

Launch CER Lux website
Oﬃcial Announcement Date and Country
Oﬃcial Announcement exact Location
Packages and pricing
Inscription starts
Payment is open
Welcome Email send to all participants
Mailing list for Treﬀen Email Newsletter
Registration open until the 20th of June
Fiji Bungalows are sold out!
Event Sticker 2017 ready
Full event program announced
Newsletter send
Inscription ends
Event starts
Event ends
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